
 

Middle School and High School Update 

Dear MOA Family, 

We have extremely exciting news for you. In our never-ending quest for making education better, fun and 

enjoyable for our students and parents, MOA has started an Education Foundation, a non-profit organization that 

will be applying for our charter for Middle and High School. This is a long journey and can take 2-3 years once set in 

motion.  We are anticipating Meadow Oaks Education Foundation (MOEF) Charter Middle School for the 2016-17 

school year, and upon approval, we will offer 6th grade and eventually expanding through 12th grade. 

Both our MOEF Middle school and MOEF High School campus will be located within 3 mile radius of Meadow Oaks 

Academy. 

In addition, to the blend of child-initiated and teacher-directed approach that our school instills in all our students 

currently to promote creativity, foster independence and boost self-confidence, MOEF will have the following 

vision and mission at Middle and High School level: 

1. Middle and High School scope and sequence will find a perfect blend of Liberal Arts and Technology. 

Fusion of Liberal Arts and Technology is extremely important to create creative students that think 

outside the box and are ready to face global challenges within the next decade. 

2. All Math classes in Middle school and Math/Engineering classes in High school will be taught through 360 

Math where instruction, math-lab and activities are taught in a non-traditional circular curve with teacher 

in the center and students spread around the arcs of the circle. We have introduced the perfect blend of 

360 teaching through Everyday-Math and Singapore Math in our Elementary rotations.  

3. Middle and High School will continue Rotation programs where students have the opportunity to pick 

their core and elective subjects through aptitude rather than age. We will continue to hone our future 

leaders and won’t limit their free thinking because of age. This program requires proper balance of social 

and neurological skills and several elective programs will be offered to create this balance. 

4. As we are creating future global leaders all our middle and high school students will have compulsory 

Spanish and Mandarin courses.  Knowledge of English, Spanish and Mandarin together give exceptional 

advantage to our future leaders at college level and at a global level. The world is getting flatter and 

flatter every day and we need our students to be prepared.  

5. Special student exchange programs at high school level will give advantage to our graduating students. 

MOEF current board has been setting several alliances with BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South 

Africa) nations in the last 2 years, the alliances take 4-5 years of planning. This helps us to invite students 

from these countries as an exchange student and send our Texas leaders to their country. Experiencing 

culture, business, language and sports in different countries will give our future MOEF leaders exceptional 

advantage at college and career level. 

 

These are a few opportunities we have been working tirelessly over a long period of time. We will be 

hosting several events, sessions and meetings throughout the year to provide more information to our 

parents.  We will need the support of the MOA community to make this successful.  

 

We take this opportunity to thank you  for allowing us to work with you and your students.  

Regards, 

 

Shubham Pandey 

Meadow Oaks Education Foundation 

 


